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Thursday, April 10. 2008

@home @last
I´m at home. At last. This was really a day to make two of it and still having some spare hours. It began with sleeping
really bad last night. Looked at the clock at 3, at 4 and at quarter past 5. At six, i stood up, but was still tired. 9 o´clock
meeting, the first presentation of the day at quarter past 10. Presented with Constantin for round about an hour. Left the
hotel in Schwaebisch-Hall much to late. Standard road back to Stuttgart. Well, this way stopped right after the city border
of Schwaebisch-Hall traffic jam. Forced me to drive the scenic but slower road to Stuttgart. Returning my rental car, no
time for refueling it.
And it was still to late ... but i had luck ... as the loading didn´t started, they took my luggage. I think all my charm (yes, i
have something like that) , a really honest and nice smile (yes, i can do something like that) and my FTL card got me in
that plane. I think, the real difference. Was a good flight to TXL ... besides of spilling the rest of my apple juice on my
trousers. Well, i made it to the customer (an education partner ... i´ve mad a presentation in front of their customers. It
was a "Solaris at a glance" presentation) At 17 o´clock the next presentation. It started with the usual beamer problems
... as soon ultra portable beamers for the notebook bag come available, i will buy one ... at the end we changed rooms
because the beamer are fixed in the rooms.
I´ve finally made the train to hamburg at quarter past eight and now i´m finalizing the last slides for my presentation
tomorrow. Have a good night ....
Posted by Joerg Moellenkamp in English at 22:45
mmmh, bist auch froh wenn Wochenende ist?!
Gruß
Marc
Anonymous on Apr 11 2008, 08:21
Wie kommst Du denn auf diese Idee?
Gruesse vom Apron MUC
joerg
Anonymous on Apr 11 2008, 08:49
>as soon ultra portable beamers for the
>notebook bag come available
du meinst LED Beamer? Gibt es die nicht schon
Anonymous on Apr 11 2008, 08:58
To be more precise. A small projector with enough power to use it outside of closed rooms without windows at midnight when used
with a picture size bigger than 50 cm
Anonymous on Apr 11 2008, 17:21
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